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medigo 5521 ussrp.cio.spa (gl.18.3) 06/05/2002: consolidated provisions are modified for the creation of entities, resulting in the creation
and liquidation of solvent,quasi solvent, and insolvent companies. most provisions ensure continuity of the activities of solvent and quasi

solvent companies, the accounting of which the competent tax authorities and the competent courts will no longer be required to preserve.
most provisions still correspond to the principle of transparency in the functioning of the financial market. generally, the following

supplementary provisions are introduced: renovation and mergers of solvent and quasi solvent companies: - where a company is wound up,
its accounts will no longer be specified in the conditions of incorporation for an initial period, but at the time of winding up for a period of

three months,the accounts of the solvent company and the quasi solvent company will be determined in the conditions in force at the date
of the winding up; - provisions to prevent, on the part of a solvent or quasi solvent company which has been wound up, the repurchase by
an entity of its own shares, are revised, to limit the losses of a solvent or quasi solvent company which has been wound up with respect to

those of solvent or quasi solvent companies which are not solvent or quasi solvent companies at the date of the winding up.these
supplementary provisions are also implemented in cases where a solvent or quasi solvent company no longer has any shares outstanding;

renunciation to exchange or liquidate a solvent or quasi solvent company: - where a solvent or quasi solvent company is liquidated, the
company is no longer liquidated, but is reorganised as a limited liability company with diminished status; - the shares of a solvent or quasi
solvent company which will not remain reserved for the liquidator no longer can be redeemed, but fall to the benefit of the shareholders.

consolidation in relation to bankruptcy and insolvency: - provisions are introduced to prevent that accounts are consolidated in the
conditions of the liquidation for accounts managed by the financial department. temporary regulations are adopted to determine which

companies, and within which industries, will be liable for financial contribution within the framework of the liabilities arising from insolvency.
the following are excluded: - companies which have been wound up, but which are solvent or quasi solvent companies at the date of the

winding up.
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